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YOU MUST READ THIS BOOK! 
 
Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine     Gail Honeyman 
 
 

 This is a story of evil, deprivation, instability, abuse, rejection, dislike and loneliness 
so how did Gail Honeyman produce such a compelling, engaging and hopeful novel? It was 
universally agreed that this book is something special and deserves the many accolades 
accorded to the author including a film of the story. 
 

 
Eleanor, we discover, has experienced the most terrible trauma as a 
child of 10. She was left an orphan and her four year old sister was 
killed in a tragic incident.  We assume her mother who bears 
responsibility for the tragedy and with whom she has telling weekly 
phone calls, is either in prison or a mental institution. Eleanor was put 
into care, and was in various foster homes and institutions never 
finding any proper counselling and was very damaged, unable to 
communicate with other people and, although she worked in a busy 
office, she was unable to form any attachment with her colleagues.  
She is described as “alone” rather than lonely and has made a perfectly 
tolerable life for herself albeit bolstered by bottles of vodka and there 
are many lighthearted passages which make the character of Eleanor 
endearing to the reader. 

 
However, it is clear that her “perfectly fine” life is only on the surface because she is stockpiling 
strong medication.  Her tragic backstory, leading to her current situation is revealed slowly in small 
glimpses and is not fully revealed  - with a devastating twist - until the last few  pages. 

 
 And then Raymond, an IT engineer, joins the company and starts taking an interest in her. By 
chance, they help an old man who had a fall in the street, and both become a little involved with his 
family, which means that Eleanor meets normal, friendly people and a closely knit family who do not 
judge her. Then Raymond introduces her to his mother who was homely and friendly.  Gradually, 
Eleanor begins to feel how good it is to have a friend who would show affection to her and to enjoy 
the warmth of his hand on her arm. Then Eleanor has a crisis and tries to kill herself, but Raymond, 
being anxious that she has stopped going to work without contacting her boss, goes to see her at 
home, and saves her life.  He brings her a cat, which was old and a stray, which is good for her as it 
gives her something she can relate to and love and take care of. During this time, Eleanor starts 
seeing a therapist and slowly gains confidence and belief in herself. The descriptions of the sessions 
and the success of the treatment is a recommendation for mental health counselling and its 
importance in the modern world.  Raymond  helps her research what had really happened in her 
childhood.  The revelation is a total shock to the reader and I will not spoil this review by revealing it. 
You MUST read this book! 



 
MEMBERS’S COMMENTS: 
 
Gail Honeyman shows us the opposing side of human nature that Eleanor has never known – 
kindness, compassion, friendship love, tenderness and the possibilities brought about by human 
connection. 
 
I read the novel in 2018 and also saw the film. As I read it again, the vision of Miranda Hart as 
Eleanor would not disappear!  The author’s amazing ability to include mystery, compassion, human 
frailty, cruelty and kindness with overtones of deprecating, dark humour as self-defence in Eleanor’s 
character is captivating.  
 
A serious and sad subject tackled believably by the author, the story grows on you as you continue 
reading. The twist at the end makes you realise that Eleanor’s mental health state was worse than 
you first thought. 
 
Great to come across such an original book and a young author I had never heard about. 
A very engaging story written with extraordinary candid  honesty . 
Gave insights into contemporary office culture; life with twitter ; joy of  caring for a cat. 
Affirmation men’s platonic relationships are possible . 
A good insight into the workings of therapy.  
The traumatic effects of extreme dysfunctional mother daughter relationship 
The humour of observations on cultural behaviour ,shopping, fashion etc 
The serious obsession and fantasy love of a pop culture hero 
Thoughts on being a loner and being lonely . 
Another very worthwhile read and book club discussion  

 
 

Impossible to put down.  
 
 
Christine Wright 


